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Psychoanalysis in Franco’s Spain (1939-1975). Crónica de una
“agonía” anunciada
Anne-Cécile Druet
In 1936, Juan José López Ibor – soon to become one of the leaders in the psychiatric field in
Franco’s Spain – published an essay initially entitled Lo vivo y lo muerto del psicoanálisis,
which would be reprinted without significant changes until the 1980s under the name La
agonía del psicoanálisis1. In this work, López Ibor announced the death of psychoanalysis –
in his opinion, a system radically inadequate to comprehend humanity – and pleaded for a
psychotherapy with a new anthropological basis. Due to the power of López Ibor (and a few
others’ who shared his views) this theoretical position regarding Freud and psychoanalysis
became one of the most defining aspects of the official discourse on psychotherapy in the
Spanish psychiatric domain during the dictatorship. Basically he believed that Freud should
be regarded as little more than a figure of historical interest, for although his theories had
initially offered promising perspectives for the understanding of the human “soul”, he had
eventually produced nothing but a mechanistic system that was now dying from its internal
contradictions. Hence the term agonía, used by López Ibor in its etymological sense of
struggle. Freudian psychoanalysis was thus in his opinion, obsolete and there was no need to
re-examine or discuss theories that had proved to be a dead end. The omnipresence of these
claims in any discourse on psychotherapy was such that historians have identified antiFreudianism as one of the main ideological and theoretical characteristics of Spanish
psychiatry during Franco’s regime.
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Nonetheless, it was during the dictatorship that the first Spanish psychoanalytical
society was created and officially recognized, by both the International Psychoanalytical
Association (IPA) and the Spanish government. Moreover, at that time, analysts were not only
able to practice, but also to participate in official meetings of the psychiatric community and,
in Catalonia at least, to hold university posts. This chapter focuses on this apparent
contradiction between the undeniably anti-Freudian stance of the almighty psychiatric
establishment and the concomitant possibility for the diffusion of psychoanalytic discourse in
Spain. What were the limits, if any, of this diffusion? Under what conditions and to what
extent was this discourse tolerated by the ultra-conservative psychiatric establishment? In
other words: which features of psychoanalytical discourse and/or the way it was diffused by
Spanish analysts allowed it to be tolerated by psychiatry under Franco?
In order to answer these questions, I will analyze in some detail the ideological and
theoretical tenets of post-war psychiatry. Next, I will examine the foundation of the Spanish
IPA circle, its history, its evolution and the features of its policy and its role regarding the
circulation of psychoanalysis. Finally, I will address the changes that characterized the
diffusion of psychoanalysis in the last years of the regime and, most particularly, the early
history of the Lacanian movement during this period.
Historiography
With the exception of a handful of brief essays published during the dictatorship, historic
works on psychoanalysis under Franco’s regime did not start to appear until after 19752.
These works can be classified in three main groups, each one of them representing a
historiographical tradition, focusing on different aspects of history and reaching different
conclusions.
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Soon after Franco’s death, two historic works were published by psychiatrists Carlos
Castilla del Pino and Enrique González Duro, which not only engendered an interpretative
tradition but remain an essential reference today3. These strongly politicized essays were
published by physicians who had themselves experienced professional repression for political
reasons, and sought to define and demonstrate the conceptual poverty and the ultraconservative ideological orientation of the psychiatric establishment. Within this framework,
they studied the rejection of psychoanalysis as one of the main characteristics of this ultraconservatism, and reached the conclusion that Freudianism, because it was seen as a threat,
had simply banned from official psychiatric discourse.
These works present an indisputable analysis of the global anti-Freudian orientation of
this discourse and its ideological motivations. However, the way they both express the
rejection of psychoanalysis, that is, in radical terms such as banishment, prohibition or
censorship, does not reflect a reality that was – as we will see – somewhat more complex than
these essays would lead us to believe. The global anti-Freudian stance of the psychiatric
community is certainly not to be questioned, but it does not mean that the position of this
community towards Freudian theories was always as radical as these initial works claimed it
to be. It is also important to underline that González Duro’s and Castilla’s essays – especially
the latter – are the only historic works on psychiatry in Franco’s Spain that are known and
referred to outside the relatively small circle of specialists in this area, which explains why
their theses on the situation of psychoanalysis are those most commonly known by the general
public.
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Another historiographical tradition is that of the works published by the IPA circles on
their own history. Even though there have been some works produced by non-members4, most
of the institutional history studies belong directly or indirectly to the category of what we can
call “official history5”. These works, especially when published directly by analysts, provide
selected historic data and archives, as well as, obviously, an interpretation of their own
history. The key word of this particular interpretation is resistance, that is to say that analysts
try to explain the Spanish situation within the generally unfavorable global context, and with
an analytical reading of the situation. The role played by IPA analysts in this context,
according to this history, is clearly that of the guardians of Freudian orthodoxy. Given the
relevance of this interpretation for the purposes of this chapter, we will return to it later for a
more detailed analysis.
A new narration of history finally appeared in Spain when members of the Lacanian
movement started to publish historical works6. The diffusion of Lacan’s ideas in Spain was
not only a turning point in the history of psychoanalysis in itself, but it also meant the
appearance of a new historiographical tradition. The members of the Lacanian movement
showed, at a surprisingly early stage of its existence, a profound interest in historical issues,
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and they published a significant number of works that brought a completely new
interpretation of the country’s psychoanalytical past. In these works, everything that happened
in the psychoanalytical field during the period of dictatorship – and this means especially the
foundation and development of the Spanish institutions affiliated to the IPA – is
systematically undermined, not only from a theoretical point of view but also because of what
is considered a compromising policy toward the psychiatric establishment. There is no
recognition whatsoever of the Spanish IPA-related activity, and Lacanians reject even the
possibility of a genealogical relationship with Spain’s most recent psychoanalytical past. This
view, of course, implies a specific evaluation of Oscar Masotta’s role as the initiator of
genuine psychoanalysis in Spain. This historiographic school – even if there are notable
exceptions – globally aims to offer an openly partisan interpretation of history rather than to
provide a thorough analysis of facts in their historic context. However impressionistic it may
be, this historiography and the personal testimonies it contains bring very relevant material to
our study when it comes to understand the situation of psychoanalysis in the last years of the
dictatorship and the prehistory of the Lacanian movement during this period.
The history of psychoanalysis in Franco’s Spain begins a few decades earlier, in 1939,
just after the end of the Civil War.
Psychoanalysis and post-war psychiatry
Spanish psychiatry did not create a discourse on psychoanalysis during the dictatorship. The
basis of the anti-Freudian discourse that prevailed during Franco’s regime had been created
before the Civil War: López Ibor’s Lo vivo y lo muerto del psicoanálisis had been published
in 1936 and Ramón Sarró – the future leader of Catalan psychiatry during the dictatorship –
had expressed similar ideas before the war7. Sarró, as well as López Ibor, invoked Freud
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constantly and praised his role as a pioneer, as it was he, they believed, who had initially
unveiled the mysteries of the human mind. However, they considered that he had then taken
the wrong path: psychoanalysis’ focus on instincts, causes and the past, its obliviousness to
the true essence of human personality that can not be reduced to mechanistic laws, its
arbitrary generalizations and its overestimation of the role that sexuality plays in psychic life
were not acceptable and had led to a dead end as far as psychotherapy was concerned.
Freudian psychoanalysis was therefore seen as an obsolete system and Sarró advocated a
renewal of psychotherapy on the philosophical basis of phenomenology and existentialism.
This position became the official discourse on psychoanalysis when those who held it came to
power in the psychiatric world. Thomas Glick traced the origins of this discourse to the early
1930s and underlined the elements of continuity between the pre-war conservative reception
of Freudian theories and the predominant commentary on psychoanalysis during the
dictatorship:
What began as the introduction of a modest teleological component and as a
philosophical justification for avoiding certain of the therapeutic consequences of
Freudianism as a psychological system became […] the basis for a radical,
religiously motivated antagonism to Freudianism. Such an exaggerated turn of
events could not have happened without the mandatory closure of civil discourse
and the concomitant application, after 1940, of the repressive powers of the state
to psychiatric practice and medical education8.
Before 1936, psychoanalysis had been widely debated in Spain, becoming a cultural
reference as well as a recurring topic among psychiatrists. In the medical field, although all
kinds of opinions were represented, the introduction of Freud’s ideas had led a majority of
physicians to a critical approach and to an often eclectic acceptance of different aspects of his
theories. At the time, a scientific debate on psychoanalysis was in full swing and Ángel
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Garma, the first Spanish member of the IPA who had been trained in Berlin in the 1920s,
attempted to initiate an orthodox movement in the country. However, after the Civil War, a
great majority of the psychiatrists who had been the main supporters of Freud’s ideas were
forced to leave the country or to abandon their professional activity due to their political
positions. Most of them had supported the Second Republic, sometimes playing an active role
in its institutions. Ángel Garma, whose orthodox movement was still in the very early stages
of formation, emigrated to Argentina and was never to return. After the war there were
consequently no IPA analysts in Spain.
When Franco came to power leadership roles in the psychiatric field, were completely
reorganized and filled by physicians who supported his regime. A typical example of this was
Antonio Vallejo Nágera, who had been the coordinator of Franco’s army’s psychiatric
services9. Most of the institutions created during the Second Republic were dismantled and
the extremely fruitful research and institutional activity that had been previously instituted
was curtailed. In 1940, the Sociedad Española de Neurología y Psiquiatría was created and its
first president, López Ibor, celebrated in his inaugural speech Franco’s victory and the “new
spirit” that was going to define the psychiatric domain from then on. This “new spirit” was
characterized by the rejection of the pre-war Spanish psychiatry and its foreign influences,
which were to be replaced by a national psychiatry rooted in a Christian tradition.10
Nationalistic and religious exaltation impregnated the new psychiatric discourse, in
keeping with the regime’s ideology. If Spain was to revive its tradition of greatness in the area
of Christian faith, psychiatry would play a role in this project. Ideology would be the first
priority in the development of any theory, scientific plausibility coming as a distant second –
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if considered at all. For instance, it was said that the mental health of the “authentic” Spain –
that of Franco’s army – had been preserved due to the great spiritual values that it fought for,
while “the other” Spain suffered mass war neurosis. In other words, the ideas that the national
army stood for were able to prevent psychiatric disorders. Moreover, these values and their
representatives had therapeutic virtues: according to some people, institutionalized patients
suddenly recovered when Franco’s troops entered their city. 11 Furthermore, biological
theories reigned absolutely in post-civil war psychiatry. From a theoretical point of view,
Kraepelin’s nosography, which had been introduced in Spain before the war, was used as a
convenient way, devoid of any ideological implications, to classify abnormal social behavior
without any further investigation.12
Since the war had put an end to the neurological and psychiatric research that had
characterized

the

pre-war

period,

psychiatrists

directed

their

attention

to

the

psychotherapeutic area. In the ideological framework of Franco’s Spain, psychotherapy, like
any other theory or practice, could not be separated from religion. Vallejo Nágera stated:
A great majority of the Spanish people… professes Catholic faith, and it is the
first condition of our psychotherapy that it does not contradict Catholic dogma
and morality if we want to prevent transferences that would be detrimental to the
patient’s health.13
The concept of mental health was directly linked to the respect of national and Catholic
values, and the purpose of psychotherapy was to bring the patient back to these values.
The best mental health is indeed thinking and acting at all times as a Catholic […]
As physicians, we must therefore know that in this utmost important work of
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hygienization of our race, we can never take our eyes off God, and that everything
we do we must do it for Spain.14
The psychotherapist’s role was also redefined according to the new mission of
psychiatrists: they had to “teach the patient how to be sane”.15 This concept of psychotherapy
implied that one of its main features was its anti-Freudianism.16 Either psychoanalysis was
rejected a priori for moral and religious reasons or it was criticized on the basis of
anthropological objections, in which case the philosophical debate on psychotherapy was
always credited with having Freud’s mistaken vision of mankind as a starting point. Both
López Ibor and Sarró, – followed by a number of colleagues – worked on the establishment of
a new phenomenologically inspired psychotherapy, reviewing each and every Freudian
concept and rejecting all of them, “absolutely all of them” as Sarró stated, in their original
sense.17 As for the theoretical basis of the new psychotherapy, they found them in Jaspers,
whose General Psychopathology became the “bedside book” of Spanish psychiatrists.18
This discourse on psychotherapy set the context of the circulation of psychoanalysis in
the psychiatric field until the end of the 1960s. The permanence of this discourse over decades
can be partly explained by the very hierarchical structure of Spanish psychiatry and the
hegemonic authority of the catedráticos – the heads of the psychiatry departments in the
universities. Psychiatric power was concentrated in the hands of a few men – starting with
Vallejo Nágera, Sarró and López Ibor, who were the new leaders of a psychiatric community
in which nothing could happen without their consent. The ideological control of the
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psychiatric discipline was insured by its dependence on the academic discourse and, within
the academy, by a co-optation system19. Guardians of the ideological orthodoxy, the chairs of
psychiatry, offered a university education whose shortcomings and inadequacy with respect to
clinical realities would soon convince a few medical students to consider psychoanalytical
theories; theories taught outside of any academic framework.
The Foundation of the Sociedad Luso-Española de Psicoanálisis
In 1939, two young Catalans both named Pere – Pere Folch Mateu, born in 1919 and Pere
Bofill Tauler, born in 1920 – registered as first-year medical students at the University of
Barcelona. The academic discourse on psychoanalysis was the one described above, and
Folch and Bofill recall the psychological “knowledge” that students were forced to learn in
the “Medical Deontology” course – a subject created by the authorities and usually taught by
priests. Here is what Folch had to say to pass his final exam:
The “Medical Deontology” subject was taught by a priest. When I took the oral
examination, he asked me the following questions: “How would you counsel an
engaged couple ? What limits would you recommend in terms of eroticism?”
Obviously we had to repeat what we had learnt in class, namely, for instance, a
classification of kisses. There where buco-dermal kisses, that could be tolerated,
and bucco-mucous kisses, which were considered a perversion… We sent the
class notes to Uruguay, where they published them. They certainly must have had
a good time reading them.20
After graduation, in 1946, Folch was awarded a grant from the Barcelona French
Institute. He went to Paris, worked with Jean Delay at Sainte-Anne Hospital and took a course
at the Société psychanalytique de Paris (SPP), which he considered the most promising aspect
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of his training in France.21 On returning to Barcelona, he and Bofill , along with a few other
physicians, founded a cultural circle they named “Erasmo”. Within this circle, which also
included non-doctors, Freud and psychoanalysis were recurrent topics.
The Erasmo circle became a precursor to the IPA-affiliated Catalan movement,
although Erasmo had not been founded with that in mind. It appears no archives from this
group were kept; however, from the recollections of its members, we have been able to gather
the following information. Erasmo was a cultural society, informally lead by an inner circle
that went by the name “MAGOF” – the initials of its leaders. Its members, who came from
medical or cultural backgrounds, shared common political positions and opposed Franco, but
neither this resistance to the regime nor Catalan identity issues were their main interests.
Their meetings were not clandestine and were held in either a member’s house or, later, in a
rented apartment.
All members shared an interest in Freud and discussed his theories, but this interest was
particularly pronounced amongst psychiatrists. To these young psychiatrists, who faced a
professional landscape of devastation, psychoanalysis appeared as a promising alternative to
both the biological orientation that reigned in psychiatric hospitals and the psychiatric
establishment’s philosophical meditations that were of no use for their clinical work22. In spite
of the lack of training, all the psychiatrists who were member of Erasmo gave a
psychoanalytical orientation to their psychotherapeutic practice. As the interest in that
orientation kept growing, some of them started to think about the possibility of undertaking an
orthodox IPA formation. Bofill was in contact with Chilean analyst Ignacio Matte Blanco,
who strongly advised them to do so. Given the obvious difficulties of achieving that project –
starting with the necessity of leaving Spain to find an IPA analyst – only three Erasmo
members carried it out: Folch, Bofill and Júlia Corominas, a young psychiatrist who had
21
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joined the circle after a period of training at the Tavistock Clinic in London. In 1950, all three
attended the Premier Congrès mondial de psychiatrie held in Paris and took the opportunity to
apply to the SPP, where they were accepted as candidates. It is however in Switzerland that
Bofill and Folch did the most part of their training, as they were offered work at a local
psychiatric clinic directed by Charles Durand, who was a friend of Folch’s.23
Meanwhile, in Madrid, another group of people interested in psychoanalytical training
was formed, independently from what was happening in Barcelona. There too, its leaders
were two psychiatrists : Jerónimo Molina Núñez, who had been in analysis with Ángel Garma
before the Civil War, and Ramón del Portillo, a psychiatrist who had been trained in France.24
Probably at Garma’s suggestion, Molina and Portillo went to Berlin in order to initiate or
resume their training there, with members of Carl Müller-Braunschweig’s circle.25 Soon after,
the idea arose of having a training analyst from the Berlin association move to Madrid to start
a group there. Portillo’s analyst, Margarete Steinbach – one of Müller-Braunschweig’s close
collaborators – who had resided in Spain before and spoke fluent Spanish was offered the
mission. She accepted and settled in Madrid in 1951, becoming the first IPA analyst in Spain
since Ángel Garma left the country in 1936. A small group of candidates, most of them
Portillo’s or Molina’s acquaintances, gathered around her. In 1953, according to her own
account, she had sixteen training analyses in progress.26 The following year, her group created
a short-lived Asociación Psicoanalítica Española, although this had no formal status within
the IPA at such an early stage.
In addition to the obviously undesirable situation of having only one person fully
capable of undertaking training analyses and supervisions, the Madrid group soon
23
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encountered serious difficulties. First of all, the relationship between Molina and Steinbach’s
circle deteriorated to such an extent that Molina took every opportunity he had to publicly
debunk Steinbach’s work and discredit her. This engendered a very unpleasant atmosphere
within the psychoanalytic circle and did nothing to enhance its public image.27 Secondly, in
1954, only three years after her arrival in Spain, Steinbach died in mysterious circumstances
.28 For the Madrid group, this death meant not only the loss of its one and only training
analyst, but also the end of the process that was supposed to lead to the official recognition of
the association by the IPA. From the original group led by Steinbach, only a handful of
members decided to leave Spain and resume their training abroad: Portillo and two other
members went to Buenos Aires, and three others to Paris or Switzerland. Three years later, in
1957, two members of the Asociación Psicoanalítica Argentina (APA) – Jaime Tomás and his
wife Pola – settled in Madrid and started a new group there.
During this period, the Madrid and the Barcelona groups, although developing
independently, kept in contact. Both were interested in the same thing, namely the creation of
a Spanish association officially recognized by the IPA. However, instead of leading to a form
of permanent collaboration, those contacts rather seem to have created a mutual mistrust. On
the Catalan side, these feelings were confirmed during a conference held in Barcelona in
1955, in which members of the Madrid group as well as Argentinian analysts from the APA
participated. This conference impelled Bofill to dedicate all his efforts to the rapid formation
of an IPA group in Spain that he would lead himself. According to his own account, when he
heard his Madrid and Argentinian colleagues’ papers, Bofill was struck by what he considered
a lack of rigor in their interpretations which were, in his opinion, all too symbolic – something
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he even told Garma himself while discussing his paper.29 In her study of that period, Carmen
Llor underlines the importance of the psychoanalytical debate that took place during this
conference. It was indeed the first time that IPA-trained analysts debated in Spain on a
psychoanalytical matter, and what came out of the discussion were two different theoretical
positions, reflecting two different schools.30
As we’ve seen, the Madrid group had always been very close to the Argentinian
Psychoanalytical Association, in particular with Garma, while Catalan analysts mostly came
from a French and Swiss background. In this first theoretical discussion between IPAaffiliated professionals in Spain, Bofill clearly identified the direction of the Argentinian
school as being one he did not want the future Spanish association to take. Bofill therefore
intended to accelerate the process of the creation of a structure that may guarantee the training
of analysts in Spain as he deemed appropriate – and to do so before the Madrid group and its
Argentinian influences occupied the psychoanalytical field. As Bofill wrote, quite explicitly,
to one of his French IPA contacts:
We would like to be able to put our projects into operation as quickly as possible
[…] in order to avoid psychoanalysis getting off to a bad start in Spain. 31
Bofill and Folch officially became members of the Société suisse de psychanalyse in
1956. Bofill’s idea was to create not a Spanish society, but a Luso-Spanish society with a
Portuguese analyst also trained in Switzerland, Francisco Alvim. The reason for including
Portuguese members, according to Bofill, was that the associations between Spain and
Portugal were well thought of by the government, and that such an association would
therefore help the process of obtaining its approval32. The society was officially accepted as a
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study group by the IPA in 1957 and, two years later, it became a component society under the
name Sociedad Luso-española de Psicoanálisis. The society had 13 members at that time: nine
of them were physicians, six of them were women, and five of the members came from the
Madrid group that had initially been created around Steinbach, which means that both of the
original Spanish psychoanalytic circles were represented within the society.
A psychoanalytical association in Franco’s Spain
On September 26th 1959, the Sociedad Luso-española de Psicoanálisis (the Luso-Spanish
Society of Psychoanalysis) was officially registered in the Registro de Asociaciones, and its
rules were approved by the Ministerio de la Gobernación, the Spanish Interior Ministry33. In
the process of acquiring official legitimacy, the members of the IPA did not encounter
insuperable obstacles. Firstly, there was no legal impediment for the creation of a
psychoanalytical society: no official prohibitions against the circulation of psychoanalysis had
been enacted. Additionally, the psychoanalytical association created by Steinbach had also
been officially registered in 1954, psychoanalysts themselves had been participating in a
number of official activities within the psychiatric field, and the circulation of
psychoanalytical essays by Freud, Melanie Klein or Argentinian analysts from the APA had
been authorized by the authorities in the previous years34. An investigation on the prospective
psychoanalytical association was carried out and reports were required 35 , with an
authorization being eventually granted.
Secondly, the all-mighty psychiatry leaders could probably have made the
institutionalization process difficult had they wanted to, but they did not. López Ibor is said to
have asserted on one occasion that “it would be easy for [him] to annihilate the
33
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psychoanalytical group36”, which was in all likelihood true, but he made no attempt to do so;
on the contrary, according to Bofill’s account, López Ibor supported and even helped the
foundation of the society by providing advice and favourable reports37. What happened was
that psychoanalysts anticipated the problems that might have arisen. Pere Bofill explained the
“tactical plan” that the society had decided to take, from their inception, in regard to the
Spanish authorities and the psychiatric establishment:
I had a very clear idea, and with great cautiousness we were able to get around the
difficulties. Don’t be confrontational because they are going to turn you down, no
question about it, and we really wanted the institution, it was worth it, it had taken
us more than two years to get there, it was worth the trouble if it gave us the
possibility to work silently38.
I thought that we had to be very careful if we wanted to come back to Spain, we
had to make contacts very carefully, and avoid confrontation with the Church and
with the establishment. We had to make contacts, discreetly, without making
much noise39.
The main idea was thus to establish contacts, avoid confrontation and be careful not to
attract too much attention. Although the psychoanalytical circle had initially been created
because its members rejected the tenets of the psychiatric establishment, their ambition was
not to become an opposing force. What Bofill wanted was an official institution that would
allow psychoanalysts to work “silently”. This tactical position led to consequences that would
define the coordinates of the circulation of psychoanalysis until the end of the dictatorship.
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Bofill has always taken responsibility for his choices and admitted that this policy did not
come without negative effects, that he listed as follows:
The development [of the society] was not very spectacular. […]
During those years, we did not have any publication. Works circulated within our
group only. We just worked within the group and discussed our works with each
other40.
Many colleagues from all over the world asked us how we could start our work,
not to mention our organization, under a dictatorship that was both politically and
morally repugnant. I believe that this situation had consequences for us in many
situations: some things did not work out, our public activity was limited, our
internal development was limited and slow, we had very few publications… But
we – the few psychoanalysts that were there – did not try particularly hard or
make concessions in order to be accepted or integrated. What we did was
progressively gaining some space and some freedom, cautiously, without
unnecessary provocations but firmly and sensibly, focusing on what was more
important without giving up what we considered essential in psychoanalysis.41
Let’s examine the development of the society in more detail. In terms of members, its
evolution was indeed extremely slow. According to the IPA Roster, the society had 20
members in 1975, all categories taken together (they were 13 in 1959). The Portuguese
members left the group in 1966 (at which time its name changed to the current, Sociedad
Española de Psicoanálisis or SEP) and the Madrid members left in 1973. This exodus – along
with most probably a limited number of candidates – partly explains such a low number of
members. However, even if we add the Madrid analysts, the total number of IPA members in
Spain was less than 30 in 1975.42
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The slow development of the society had another cause: the extremely strict
implementation of the rules to accept and train new candidates.43 As we know, IPA rules are
quite precise in this matter, but all component societies are allowed a certain freedom to add
or adjust requirements regarding certain aspects of it, such as the background and previous
training of the candidates. One particular point of the SEP rules had to do with the society’s
position towards applications from IPA analysts from other societies. Rules specified that the
SEP would require from these analysts, in all cases, a “period of adjustment” and, in some
cases, an additional period of training that might apply to all aspects of training, including
personal analysis44. This means that the SEP made a rule that it would not necessarily
recognize an analyst’s training from another IPA society, in spite of both being component
societies of the same international association. This rule must be understood in the context of
the immigration of Latin American, and especially Argentinian or Argentinian-trained
analysts in Spain. The foundation of the SEP itself had been accelerated by Bofill’s
mistrustful reaction towards the Argentinian school, and this question would present itself
again in the following years when IPA analysts coming from Argentina would apply for
membership of the SEP.
A good example of this is the situation of the Tomáses, one which eventually led the
Madrid members to leave the SEP. Jaime and Pola Tomás – members of the APA who had
previously lived in Madrid for a time and analyzed members of the Madrid group as we’ve
seen – returned to Madrid from Argentina in 1973 and applied to the SEP. While the Madrid
members of the SEP were willing to admit them as training analysts without further delay, the
Catalan members refused to make an exception to the rules and to hurry the normal process of
43
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admission45. This situation led to the foundation of an autonomous study group in Madrid,
which later became the second Spanish component society of the IPA46. The very strict
admission policy of the SEP therefore explains, at least partly, its low membership, not only
because it made it difficult for candidates to become members, but also because this policy
seems to have been the main reason for both the Portuguese and the Madrid groups to leave
the society.
Aside from this very selective policy, the SEP had another characteristic that Bofill also
acknowledges in the statements cited above and that appears to be particularly important in
terms of circulation of psychoanalysis: during those years, its members barely ever published
their works. They did participate in and organize IPA meetings and sometimes published in
IPA reviews abroad, they also disseminated the psychoanalytical perspective in some
universities and medical circles as we will see, but they published very few works in Spain,
and what they did publish was almost exclusively limited to articles in the psychiatric and
psychological press. Furthermore, although the society founded a psychoanalytical institute in
1971, it did not produce a journal until 1984. Aside from the activity reports that the SEP, as
any other component society, sent to the IPA, and occasionally to the Spanish psychiatric and
psychological journals, there was not much communication on its activities, which went
unnoticed by the general public. The SEP simply did not seek to diffuse psychoanalysis in
Spanish society; thus its socio-cultural visibility was fairly low in Barcelona, and virtually
non-existent elsewhere in the country.
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This absence of publication and the admission policy can both be explained by what the
SEP considered its mission: to focus on internal training and to ensure the strictest orthodoxy
in that matter. This policy reflected the absolute foundations of the society and the
psychoanalysts who were a part of this remained faithful to their initial goal. Their
determination and faith in their project never diminished. After a new period of training in
England in the 1960s, the theoretical orientation of the Spanish IPA analysts became almost
exclusively Kleinian and the society proved to be very stable – indeed, the SEP still exists
today.
The circulation of psychoanalysis
In spite of the anti-Freudianism of leaders within the psychiatric field, psychoanalysts were
able not only to found their society without significant opposition, but also to work in public
institutions, to participate in official meetings of the psychiatric community and – at least in
Barcelona – to teach university seminars on a regular basis. In order to explain this apparent
contradiction, let’s return to the world of psychiatry where we left it earlier.
By the end of the 1950s, the position of psychoanalysis within the psychiatric field had
changed. It certainly was not a drastic change but some signs of a slow evolution were
perceptible. This evolution was in line with a slow process of progressive reincorporation of
pre-war cultural trends: the regime’s most moderate sectors, without questioning the power in
place, advocated the retrieval of part of the knowledge that had been banished during the postwar period. In the psychiatric domain, institutions that had been dismantled were reinstated,
the number of professional journals increased, and the Spanish psychiatric community began
to emerge from its isolation and to resume its participation in international events. Even if this
evolution did not imply any changes in the predominant discourse on psychoanalysis, the
circulation of Freudian theories was no longer subjected to the harsh religious and
philosophical criticism that it had been in the post-war period. The broader – relatively

speaking – diffusion of psychoanalysis, however, continued to depend on this discourse. A
few events related to this diffusion are particularly representative of this situation.
Chronologically, the first one of these events has to do with Freud’s work itself. In
1948, a new edition of Freud’s complete work was published in Madrid. In 1922, Spain had
become the first country ever to initiate a translation of this complete work, but the
publication had not resumed after the Civil War. The new edition of Freud’s work is
important in a number of respects, not the least of which is the censorship question. As with
all publications, Freud’s had to be approved by the authorities – and eventually it was. The
whole process and the publisher’s careful course of action can be retraced by examining the
file opened by the censors and kept at the Archivo General de la Administración. Freud’s
censorship file contains a first document dated 1946, which bans one of his essays, Moses and
Monotheism47. This work was not included in the volumes released in Spain before the Civil
War, but thanks to its publication in Argentina, a Spanish translation did exist. The banning of
the importation of the book proves therefore that there was indeed a formal censorship of
Freud’s work, even if it seems to have applied only to this one essay. The other documents in
Freud’s file are about the publication of Freud’s complete work48. The publishing house
submitted a first request in 1947, for which the authorization was apparently postponed at that
stage of the process since it bears a “pending preface” indication. The second request, dated
1948, was submitted along with a preface and was finally authorized.
The characteristics of this preface are particularly interesting, especially since, as it
seems, they were a decisive factor in the process of obtaining the authorization for the
publication. The text is anonymous – in the published edition as well as in the censorship file
– but there is very little doubt his author is psychiatrist José Germain, who was the director of
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the publication49. During those years, Germain was the most active promoter of scientific
psychology in Spain, and a man of dialogue, whose journal, the Revista de Psicología
General y Aplicada (1946) would open its pages more than once to psychoanalysis during the
1950s50. The preface stressed the necessity of knowing Freud’s ideas – if only to better justify
their rejection – urged the reader to distinguish between psychoanalytical theories and their
practical applications, and claimed that the latter were compatible with Catholic values. In
this matter, the author appealed to Father Gemelli’s authority, to defend the publication in
spite of “the rejection, from a higher level and, primarily, for moral reasons, of a theory and a
technique that do not fit properly within our Christian trajectory”.
On [this] specific question, we turn to the authority of Father Gemelli, Rector and
Professor of the Milan Catholic University and president of the Vatican Academia
Scientiorum. This distinguished professor and man of science considers that
psychoanalysis must be studied by psychologists with a clear and impartial spirit
and interpreted in a Christian sense. The same way Scholastics made Aristotle a
Christian philosopher, we can today apply with careful moderation what is useful
in Freud’s doctrine to a better understanding of the human mind. By doing so we
will help the progress of science and it will be of benefit to the sick51.
The publisher was careful to claim, firstly, that psychoanalysis was compatible with a
Christian interpretation. Secondly, from a practical point of view, it was decided that the
publication of Freud’s work would be as an exclusive edition, which, being expensive, made
it less likely to fall into the wrong hands. This latter argument was stressed quite explicitly by
the publisher during his meeting with the censorship authorities: Freud’s complete work was
not intended to become a bestseller52.
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Similar characteristics of measured assessment and religious references can be found in
the double issue of Germain’s journal devoted to Freud in honor of the hundredth anniversary
of his birth. Germain justified the tribute, paid “to the man rather than to his doctrine”, urging
the readers to refrain from partisan judgments53. In spite of the almost apologetic tone of this
tribute, Germain’s journal reflected his efforts to reintroduce Freudian theories in the Spanish
psychological field during the 1950s.
Meanwhile, the world of psychiatry itself was also undergoing changes, especially in
Catalonia. From the 1950s on, the schools of psychoanalysis in Barcelona and in Madrid
started to diverge. Those members of the psychoanalytic movement who lived in Madrid, like
their Catalan colleagues, were able to work in public institutions and participate in
conferences or activities organized through official psychiatric circles. Nonetheless, all of
these analysts have given the same account of the difficulties they faced; there was no official
policy of exclusion in place, but their theoretical positions and their work were systematically
undermined54. Relatively speaking, Catalonia was a more fertile ground for the circulation of
Freudian theories than Madrid. In 1950, Ramón Sarró became catedrático, or the head of the
Department of Psychiatry at the University of Barcelona. Despite his anti-Freudian approach
of psychotherapy, as we’ve seen above, and despite the fact that he would never stop
opposing Freud and psychoanalysis in the strongest terms, Sarró accepted or even welcomed
the debate and allowed IPA analysts to express their ideas in the many professional and
academic activities he organized55.
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In 1956, Sarró organized a seminar on Freud and published the papers in the journal he
edited56. His own contribution to these issues devoted to Freud is a good example of his
ambivalent position. While Freud was the author most frequently cited in the journal during
those years57, Sarro’s article was a diatribe against Freudian psychoanalysis. Referring to
psychoanalysis in Latin America, Sarró predicted its decline claiming that Latin-American
“soul” was too great to be reduced to Freudian unconscious.58 In the same text, Sarró recalled
that Freud had based his theories on his clinical experience with “Semitic” patients. (He
would later call psychoanalysis a “neo-Zionism”, explaining that he was not an anti-Semite
but did not see any reason to become a philo-Semite either.59) Nevertheless, the following
year Sarró created a weekly seminar on psychoanalytic therapy in his psychiatry department
and invited IPA analysts, starting with Pere Bofill, to participate; this seminar became the first
to be taught in a Spanish university by an IPA member60.
Sarró also called on Bofill when the 4th International Congress of Psychotherapy was
hosted in Barcelona in 1958. This was the first psychiatric event of this magnitude to be held
in Spain since the Civil War. Sarró, who was the chairman of the conference, put Pere Bofill
in charge of the organization of the psychoanalysis section. At Sarro’s request, Bofill wrote an
essay on the history and then current situation of psychoanalysis in Spain. What Bofill always
described as a prudent way to avoid confrontation, as we’ve seen above, is particularly
noticeable in this presentation. The names of the physicians who had been the most active
diffusers of Freudian theories before the Civil War – with the exception of Ángel Garma –
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were left out of the historic review. Instead there was a carefully worded tribute to the role of
the psychiatric establishment’s leaders:
An eager generation of psychiatrists – most notably Professors Sarró, López Ibor,
Laín Entralgo, Vallejo Nágera, etc., soon came into contact with Viennese and
German psychoanalytic circles; with their critical works, they made fruitful
contributions to the better understanding of Freud’s legacy61.
Needless to say, all the physicians mentioned in this text – with the arguable exception
of Laín – were highly critical of psychoanalytical theories, but by paying tribute to their
participation in the debate, regardless of their position, Bofill managed to handle the question
carefully and to avoid any potentially problematic reference.
During this conference, once again, religious objections to psychoanalysis received a lot
of attention. As we have already seen in the case of the publication of Freud’s complete work,
the omnipresence of religious references represents one of the most striking aspects of the
circulation of psychoanalysis during the dictatorship. Whenever psychoanalysis was
addressed in a context not strictly limited to the medical or psychological field, that is, in a
context that involved the general public and was likely to give psychoanalysis social
visibility, religious objections were always mentioned and they framed all possible debate.
The international congress of psychotherapy held in Barcelona was one of these events that
led the general press to circulate information about psychoanalysis: such a huge event
certainly was uncommon and Spanish newspapers published abundant and extensive reports
on the conference. Some aspects of it were given a lot of publicity by the organizers, who
issued daily press releases.
While psychoanalysts never made headlines at the conference, the “psychotherapy and
religion” section became the main focus of the press’s attention, especially with regard to the
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church’s critical position towards psychoanalysis.62 Psychoanalysis was thus addressed in the
general press, but almost exclusively through religious-based criticism. The compatibility
with Christian dogma was the yardstick by which Freudian theories were judged, and even
those who supported the diffusion of these theories beyond the boundaries of the medical
domain could not ignore this fact and alter the terms of the debate. As I have mentioned, the
trepidation around the publication of Freud’s complete works illustrated this situation.
Psychoanalysts themselves – at least some of them – when speaking publicly in Spain,
claimed that the psychoanalytical therapeutic method wasn’t incompatible with religion,63
which seems to have been a well-known characteristic of the way they represented their
movement.64
For many years, López Ibor and the leaders of Spanish psychiatry continued to criticize
psychoanalysis on the basis of a never-changing anti-Freudian discourse, the main themes of
which had been drawn decades earlier. The republishing of La agonía del psicoanálisis
proves that the debate – if there really was ever a debate as such – did not require updating
and that what had been said in 1936 was still relevant and did not need elaboration. In this
context, one of the most plausible explanations for the lack of a more radical opposition
against the psychoanalytic movement is that the psychoanalytic movement never posed a
threat to the psychiatric establishment. But why was this?
The members of the psychoanalytical movement had initially embraced Freudian
theories as an alternative to the tenets of general psychiatry, which they opposed and
considered hugely inadequate to address mental health needs. Psychoanalysts had worked
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hard to become IPA members in foreign countries, and then worked hard to create their own
institution in Spain – a placed where practicing psychoanalysis was certainly not the easiest
way for young psychiatrists to achieve professional success. Yet, the official recognition of
their institution depended on the consent of the all-mighty leaders of psychiatry, and
psychoanalysts did what they deemed necessary to obtain it, in terms of contacts as well as in
terms of institutional choices. Psychoanalysts’ decision to focus on their institution and on its
internal training process went hand in hand with a certain withdrawal that ruled out social
visibility – not to mention social protest – and made it more likely for them to be tolerated by
the psychiatric establishment. In that sense, there was no cause for alarm since psychoanalysts
themselves were very careful not to make waves.
On the other hand, the leaders of the psychiatric domain were not threatened by the
psychoanalytic movement, but nor were they by any other school, group or individual until
the last years of the dictatorship. Those who, like Carlos Castilla del Pino or other left-wing
psychiatrists, openly opposed them were systematically marginalized. The choice of
psychoanalysts not to take this chance would trigger virulent criticism after the end of the
dictatorship, especially among Lacanian circles. It is, however, a policy for which they have
always taken responsibility; their institution was their first priority.
The overall situation of psychoanalysis as described so far was not to change until the
end of the 1960s. The efforts of a new generation of psychiatrists influenced by antipsychiatry theories would then bring changes to the theoretical and ideological orientation of
the psychiatric domain, in the larger political and cultural context of the last years of Franco’s
regime. An interest around the psychological and social aspects of mental diseases developed
during this period, bringing in its wake a new debate on psychoanalysis. In 1967, a new
edition – this time less expensive – of Freud’s work was published by Alianza Editorial and in
1972 Biblioteca Nueva republished this work with a new preface whose tone and contents

clearly differ from that of the previous edition. Times were changing and it was now possible
to introduce Freud’s work paying a tribute to his “tremendous, undeniable and unlimited
fecundity”65 without quoting religious authorities. It was also during those years that Jacques
Lacan’s theories started to make in-roads in Spain.
The prehistory of the Lacanian movement in Spain
Jacques Lacan had been almost completely absent from the psychiatric debate before the end
of the 1960s, and IPA circles had showed no interest in his theories.66 From the end of the
1960s, Lacan began to be mentioned on a regular basis in psychiatric journals.67 In 1970 a
first translation of his work was published in Spain, in a series directed by Ramón García, one
of the leaders of the anti-psychiatric movement. The volume also contained Althusser’s essay
Freud et Lacan.68 A new generation of students or young professionals became interested in
psychoanalysis. This had arisen in different ways: some of those interested had studied
abroad, mostly in France or Belgium, where Freud and Lacan were taught in academic
programs; others came to psychoanalysis via the framework of psychiatric or cultural protest
movements.
Some of this generation, especially young psychiatrists and psychologists, began to look
for a proper psychoanalytical training in Spain. Logically, they first turned to the Spanish IPA
associations, which were the institutionalized psychoanalytic institutions. However, their
reaction to the IPA groups was often that of complete rejection: these young men and women
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came out of protest movements, they sought a “subversive” Freud that could become
emblematic of the opposition to the established order. What they found when they approached
IPA circles was a strict hierarchic structure, highly regulated training, and analysts whom they
viewed as being both a part of the dictatorship’s psychiatric world and guardians of a
paternalistic, bourgeois and conventional system. Here is how Carmen Gallano, one of the
young psychiatrists who approached the Spanish IPA circle in those years and would later
become a prominent Lacanian analyst, describes her initial contact with this circle:
In Barcelona, I made contact with the IPA to undertake an analysis. When I saw
the procedure, I gave up. We came from the left, from the opposition to Franco’s
regime, from cultural criticism, from family criticism… And in the IPA I see a
secretary who tells me: “We need a handwritten cover letter”. I thought: what?
They do graphology too? And I realised that I couldn’t write this letter addressed
to an anonymous stranger. The bureaucracy seemed awful to me. And then they
asked me: Are you a psychiatrist? In this case, go see Dr So-and-so. Dr So-and-so
appeared to me as a bourgeois, conservative, conventional person… It was out of
the question. What I was interested in was the subversive side of psychoanalysis.
Those IPA analysts, it seemed like they didn’t really understand who we were, as
young psychiatrists committed to the protest against the system.69
Even if Lacanians are critical of the IPA everywhere, the depth of the criticism in Spain
goes way beyond the point of theoretical or institutional differences. This is because of the
political context in which the IPA Spanish societies developed, and because of their strictness
and inflexibility, which were greater than those of other countries. During the last years of the
dictatorship and the transition to democracy, IPA groups could in no way represent a form of
opposition to the establishment. This was a consequence of their policy towards conventional
psychiatry during the dictatorship, of their admission and training policy, and finally of their
inability or unwillingness to adjust to the new historic circumstances and to the new
generation of men and women who were approaching psychoanalysis from a completely
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different ideological background. The incomprehension between IPA analysts and young
candidates was complete and mutual. For a majority of the latter, joining IPA circles rapidly
ceased to be an option. Another era of the history of psychoanalysis in Spain began when
these men and women started joining the private study groups founded by Argentinian
analysts in Barcelona and Madrid a few years later.
Epilogue
Amongst the most paradoxical aspects of the history of psychoanalysis in Spain are the
consequences that the IPA groups’ history would have on the development of the Lacanian
movement. Had the characteristics of these groups been different, it is very likely that, from
the end of the 1960s, the increased interest for psychoanalysis in medical and cultural areas
would have led young candidates to join IPA circles, if not in large numbers, at least in
greater proportions than they had before. But being what they were, those characteristics
contributed to create a situation that was a very favorable ground for the development of a
Lacanian movement. The rejection of IPA groups by the new generation engendered a
demand for a psychoanalytical training of with very different characteristics; one that could
turn psychoanalysis into a subversive reference. Lacanism and, more specifically, Lacanism
taught by Argentine analysts, some of whom had suffered political persecution for opposing a
dictatorship in their country, would appear as a very different way of understanding
psychoanalysis.
Among the features of IPA groups that Lacanians would later criticize was the absence
of social visibility. As we have seen, this was a choice that IPA leaders made, a choice that
greatly determined the circulation of psychoanalysis in Franco’s Spain. Since their priority
was to focus on internal training and to ensure an orthodox transmission of psychoanalysis,
giving social visibility to their activities was not part of the agenda, nor was participating in
the country’s cultural life. This ruled out the possibility for psychoanalysis to become a tool

against social established order, as well as for psychoanalysts to become public figures. In
contrast to what would have happened in other countries such as France or Argentina during
the same years, it is very likely that a great majority of Spaniards, if asked, would have been
unable to name one Spanish psychoanalyst, while psychiatrists like López Ibor, for instance,
were very well known by the public. From an international point of view, even if Spanish
analysts like Bofill are known in IPA circles and made important contributions to the
institution, the Spanish school was never able to achieve a distinctive theoretical identity and
the names of its members remain largely absent from international histories of
psychoanalysis.

